ZOSKE’S MFG, INC.
604 Greenfield Ave, Iowa Falls, IA 50126 Phone:641-648-2980 www.zoskesmfg.com

Raptor Series Front Load Hose Reel
Standard Features:
*Raptor 10 =10 sections 6 “ hose, Raptor 16=16 sections 6” hose,
Raptor 20=20 sections 6” hose, other models coming soon.
*Heavy duty frame
*Tandem Axle with optional floatation tires
*Pivoting hitch pushes cart to side of tractor duals allowing to roll
hose from the front with level wind.
*Single direct drive hydraulic motors with Slewing Ring eliminating
the chain or gearbox
*Capable of operating entire cart off one hydraulic remote
*Lay out hose off rear of cart up to 10 MPH with spool under
hydraulic power

Hose Cart hydraulically swings to either side of the tractor
getting the entire spool outside the duals allowing the hose to
be rolled from the front. This makes rolling a lot easier
because the driver can see what is going on, they can pull
ahead as the hose couplers come through the level wind
reducing the tension on the hose and reducing hose damage.
The operator can also drive ahead instead of backing up in
those places difficult to roll hose and maneuvering!
`

Prototype Shown! Production models will have some slight changes! Not all option shown are standard! Patents Pending!

Standard single 2 speed
hydraulic motor with Slewing
Ring eliminates a gear box or
chain. This system is easily
maintained. Step up to the
optional dual 2 speed
hydraulic drive and decrease
both your roll up and lay out
times!

Optional Ditch Arm allows
you to lay hose direct in the
ditch off either side of the cart
reducing man power and
saving you lots of setup time!

Optional electric remote
valve lets you run the
entire cart from 1 or 2
tractor remotes. The kit
includes a remote
control in the cab so the
operator can switch
between functions while
on the go and not
interrupting other
running functions!

Contact your local dealer:
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